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1. Introduction and Overview
About COTA Victoria
COTA Victoria is the leading not-for-profit organisation representing the interests and rights of people
aged over 50 in Victoria. For 70 years in Victoria, we have led government, corporate and community
thinking about the positive aspects of ageing. Today our focus is on promoting opportunities for and
protecting the rights of people 50+.
We see an ageing population as a time of opportunities for personal growth, contribution and selfexpression. We believe there are obvious National, State, community, family and individual benefits
from this approach. We are also focused on the protection of the rights of people 50+.
COTA Victoria is a not-for-profit member based organisation run by, for and with Victorians 50+. We
fund our activities and services through the support of government, members, philanthropic trusts,
businesses and the public.
We have an experienced Board, highly qualified, permanent staff located in a central Melbourne office
location and a broad State membership. We also have over 130 community volunteers throughout
Victoria with skills in training, group facilitation, policy development and advocacy, including volunteers
bi-lingual in a number of languages. We work with local government, senior citizen centres, community
houses and a broad range of community and service organisations.

Sector growth and ageing population
By 2031, Victorians aged over 60 living in Greater Melbourne will comprise 22% of the population. In
rural and regional areas almost 31% of Victorians will be aged over 60. Within this context, the Victorian
Government holds stewardship over the planning and regulation of current and projected housing
developments to meet the needs of our ageing population.
The Issues Paper identifies the average age of residents as 80 and women making up 65 percent of the
retirement village population. A recent trends analysis by The Weekly Source shows that 33% of
retirement village residents are aged 85 plus1. Anecdotally, Mornington City Council estimate
approximately 50% of retirement village residents in retirement villages in their area are aged over 85
years2. There needs to be recognition of the age and potential vulnerability of older people entering
retirement villages as a collective consumer class3. This must inform the ‘balance’ of consumer rights and
protection alongside planning and regulatory reform for future retirement communities.
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The Weekly Source, December 3rd 2019. Accessed:
https://villages.cmail20.com/t/ViewEmail/j/520A18457BEAF6142540EF23F30FEDED/714E66F1D29E02FB981D23A
7722F2DCD
2
Discussion with Active Ageing Officer from Mornington City Council at CAV Retirement Villages Act Review
Engagement session, November 22nd, Melbourne.
3
Consumer Action Law Centre submission, Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into Retirement Housing (2016) P14
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There are a number of ‘push/pull’ factors surrounding an older person’s decision to move into a
retirement village. These include community engagement, social connection, safety and to age at home.
The interface between villages and aged care is already an issue and will expand in the future. We need
only look to the Aged Care Royal Commission’s interim report to understand how ageist attitudes and
the quality and training of staff as some of the issues causing harm to older people. The co-location of
aged care residences and the delivery of aged care package services in retirement villages will increase
and needs to be well – managed and integrated into future planning.

Overview to our response
COTA Victoria has called for significant reform to the retirement housing sector, including retirement
villages for many years. We welcome the opportunity to provide the input of older people and their
concerns into the Review on the Retirement Villages Act, 1986.
Whilst many older people are happy (on balance) with their decision to move into a retirement village –
there are practices within retirement villages that mirror those within aged care. Systemic age
discrimination and the expression of ageism in day to day interactions underpins many of the issues
residents experience – and are often reluctant to pursue.
The Victorian Government acknowledges in its response to the Parliamentary Inquiry into Retirement
Housing that:
…there will be a need to ensure that the legislative framework established
by the Retirement Villages Act 1986 (Act) is capable of facilitating the growth
and innovation of the sector, while protecting the rights of persons who live in,
or intend to live in, retirement villages.4
In responding to the Retirement Villages Act (RVA) 1986 Issues Paper, our focus is on the rights,
protections and wellbeing of older people entering, living in and seeking to leave retirement
communities. Our submission considers the Terms of Reference for this Review and what preconditions
will guide innovation alongside appropriate consumer protection. We have not responded at a granular
level to questions in the Issues Paper.
COTA Victoria will respond in more detail to the Options Paper in 2020.

Comment on Review scope
COTA Victoria, as a member of an Australia wide Federation of State and Territory COTA’s, has had
periodic discussion on national regulatory reform on retirement housing. Our main concern with the
current Review process is its limited scope – as indicated in the Issues Paper - and lost potential to
position Victoria for future growth and necessary consumer protection in the decades to come. Whilst
we have responded to the main headings of the Issues Paper, we are looking to the Options Paper for a
stronger vision that will guide future regulatory reform.
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Victorian Government’s response to the Inquiry into the retirement housing sector – September 2017. P8
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It is worth noting that the Retirement Village Industry have devoted teams to work on the Review and
lobby government. Small advocacy organisations such as COTA Victoria are reliant on the input of
residents and limited resources. This needs to be considered when timelines are set for responding to
subsequent Review papers.

2. Regulatory and policy framework
“As our population ages, we will need a robust regulatory
framework that provides security for residents, and enhances
confidence in the industry.”5
We acknowledge the intention of the Retirement Villages Act, 1986 (and its subsequent amendments in
2005, 2014) was to address those areas of vulnerability specific to the experience of being a resident in a
retirement village. In particular there is an understanding that residents can become financially trapped
in a village that they wish to leave and that the village operator has a degree of power and control over
the day to day operations that impact on residents.6
The Regulatory Framework section of the Issues Paper focuses on historic and current issues. The
reference to the amendments made in 2005 implies that the imbalance of information and power
between residents and operators was responded to. Likewise, the 2014 amendments are identified as
having responded to concerns about transparency and disclosure and the rights and obligations for both
residents and operators.7 These are assumptions rather than evidence-based assessments of recent
amendments. There is strong anecdotal evidence from residents in retirement villages that little
progress has been made in addressing the imbalance of power between residents and operators. The
lack of transparency and complexity in contracts remains an issue. Unresolved disputes between
residents and management, unfair fees and charges and financial decisions not in the best interest of
residents continue to be issues within the current regulatory and policy framework8.

Principles and Vision
The questions contained in the Issues paper relate specifically to how things operate today. COTA
Victoria is looking to the Options Paper for an articulated vision for the retirement housing industry in
Victoria and broader consideration of what consumers and providers are facing into the future. The
increasing exchange of ownership, the subsequent changes in contracts, the evolving models of
retirement living, care in the home, aged care and the involvement of large international interests
should be part of the context in reviewing the purpose and structure for Regulatory reform.
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Retirement Housing in Victoria, Communique issued from Retirement Housing Experts’ Forum, organised by
Consumer Action Law Centre, June 8th 2017.
6
Consumer Affairs Victoria, Review of the Retirement Villages Act 1986, Issues Paper, 2019. P19
7
Ibid. P20
8
Retirement village resident forums held in 2017 by HAAG, CALC, RRVV and COTA Vic feedback
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The Review must consider the preconditions to enable future retirement communities in Victoria to
grow, innovate and meet the needs of an increasingly diverse ageing population. The retirement
industry is looking for flexibility in developing future retirement communities. Operational costs with
jurisdictional differences and requirements in each state and territory could be ameliorated through
national agreement on the regulation of retirement housing. With the demographic change in older
people entering retirement communities (i.e. increasing age and frailty) there are expectations of ageing
in place and receiving age care services in the home. Regulation must address the integration and
delivery of aged care services in retirement villages and consumer protection for this vulnerable group.
We are therefore looking to the Options Paper to provide a roadmap to guide sector development
whilst setting benchmarks for the protection, rights and redress of residents in retirement communities.

Commonwealth role in regulation
Various Inquiries over the years have looked at a Commonwealth role in Retirement Village regulation,
starting with the 2007 Inquiry and subsequent report ‘Older People and the Law’9. COTA Victoria as a
state based organisation is aware that federal policy levers should be further investigated and be placed
in the current Review frame. COTA Australia has expressed the view that retirement villages should be
viewed as a financial product as this would provide the possibility of ASIC intervening to ban a financial
product if it is identified as creating a risk of ‘significant consumer detriment’. This could be supported
by the ACCC using Australian Consumer Law powers to address unfair contracts, breaches around
product disclosure, misleading conduct and unfair practices.
National consistency in retirement village regulation could also be achieved by all jurisdictions adopting
uniform, standardized, model legislation through COAG processes. The National Credit Code provides an
example of this and is relevant if consideration is given to retirement villages being a financial product.
Consideration should also be given to establishing a system for registration, monitoring and regulation
of retirement village providers as per the National Regulatory System for Community Housing (NRSCH).
The Review provides an opportunity for Victoria to lead on legislative harmonisation across states and
advocate for reform through COAG10. We are looking to the Options Paper to more broadly consider
pathways to establishing a national regulatory code and national registration of retirement villages as
part of its Review process.
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Australian Human Rights Commission, 'Submission to the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal
Affairs regarding Inquiry into Older People and the Law' (2007) available at:
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/inquiryolder-people-and-law#toc6.
10
This is not an official COTA Australia position.
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Recommendations
1. A set of guiding principles should underpin the Options Paper and set a pathway for achieving
national consistency in retirement village regulation. These guiding principles must be consistent
with Human Rights principles and address the autonomy, dignity, diversity and expression of rights
by residents living within retirement communities. 11
2. The Review should consider available federal policy levers that would be most effective in improving
consumer protection for people buying into retirement villages across Australia.
This includes consideration of:
 A regulatory code in Victoria for retirement villages that could lead to COAG adapting to a
national scheme i.e.
o National Credit Code
o National registration of retirement villages as providers of community housing
3. The definition of retirement villages must include:





The provision of accommodation for people who may have a range of special needs as they age.
Opportunities and encouragement to participate in community life
Different ownership models being available on the one site

4. Explicit conditions must be set (and enforced) on the closure, redevelopment and transition to a
new operator.

3. Entering a retirement village
There are lifelong ramifications of moving into a retirement village. Many people attracted to the
‘lifestyle’ and amenities of a retirement village sell their family home to move into a smaller residence to
feel safe, maintain social connection and increase access to home services. These elements are strongly
marketed and prospective residents are often unaware what it is they are actually purchasing with their
capital. This is increasingly a right to reside rather than ownership of buildings or land. Many don’t seek
financial advice on the implications of their purchase. If legal advice is gained, many of these advisers
don’t fully comprehend the complexity of the contracts. Making informed decisions on contracts that
are complex, confusing and overwhelming requires regulatory reform and consumer protection beyond
‘disclosure’ ‘cooling off periods’ and an expectation that consumers ‘inform themselves’.
Residents describe feeling ‘trapped’ and ‘exploited’ through current ‘legal’ financial models they have
signed up to – following legal advice12. Defining retirement villages on the basis of an ingoing

11

Participation, Accountability, Non-discrimination and equality, Empowerment Legality as outlined:
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/rights-and-freedoms/human-rights-based-approaches
12
Resident feedback at Forum run by CALC, HAAG, RRVV and COTA Vic, 2017
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contribution ignores the push/pull factors that an older person considers when purchasing into a
retirement village.
Some retirement villages are closed communities where access is restricted by security requirements.
Whether intentional or not, we are aware this can restrict contact with family and friends and create
barriers for aged care package providers to gain access. Consideration needs to be given to how to
manage those retirement villages that enter aged care provision and deny access to other providers – by
simply making it too difficult to enter.
Operators can also profit from delaying the sale of retirement village unit as they can collect interest on
a deferred capital payment. This clear conflict of interest needs to be addressed.

Deferred Management Fee Model
There are a myriad of financial and personal risks attached to the Loan-License/Deferred Management
Fee (DMF) model. Older people must be able to make informed decisions with stronger consumer
protections when they are deciding where and how they should live in the latter stages of their life.
The DMF model is open to exploitation and results in consumers having difficulty ascertaining the full
cost of buying into a retirement village. The DMF also leads to common misconceptions around what a
prospective resident is actually purchasing – most often a licence to reside in a property.
The DMF contributes to underlying issues of market complexity and confusion. As the Issues Paper
notes, the Parliamentary Inquiry recommended a number of reforms to DMF’s. There are basic
principles of fairness that should be applied and on a general level, reforms must aim to reduce
complexity. How DMF’s are calculated should be subject to an independent market study on actual
management costs.13 Holiday time share schemes are already deemed to be managed investment
schemes covered by ASIC and ACCC. For this reason, the common model of an ingoing contribution and
deferred management fees of retirement villages should be considered as an investment product under
ASIC by the Review.
The exercise of meaningful choice by consumers requires access to affordable legal and financial
expertise in retirement housing and service contracts. The New Zealand Retirement Villages Act (2003)
includes a requirement that prospective residents must receive independent legal advice before signing
a residence contract.

Contracts
There is cultural ‘acceptance’ that retirement village contracts that financially disadvantage an older
person over time are ‘reasonable’ and should be expected. Residents may only realise the financial
implications of the contract they have signed upon leaving. The Review needs to consider the impact of
the financial models used in the Retirement Village industry and strengthen consumer protection in light
of long-term impact. Whilst the 2014 amendments aimed to simplify fee structures and reduce the
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Internal Briefing Paper on DMF’s in retirement housing, CALC, HAAG, COTA Vic, RRVV, April 2017.
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complexity of contracts, anecdotally residents continue to describe contracts as opaque and
overwhelming.14

Recommendations for Consumer Protection
5. Contracts should meet plain English standards.
6. Standard definitions should exist on reinstatement, upgrade, damage, fair wear and tear, long term
maintenance, operations expenses and capital gain.
7. Prospective residents must receive independent ‘expert’ legal advice before signing a contract.
8. Access to affordable legal and financial expertise in retirement housing and service contracts must
be made available for prospective residents where costs are a barrier.
9. Contracts must be deemed fair and reasonable and not cause financial detriment to a consumer.
This includes practices that financially advantage operators over residents for example, vesting
rights of sale in the operator and charges associated with the sale of a property.
10. Consumers need to be able to compare the cost of different retirement villages and different
financial models.
11. The Options Paper should consider coverage by ASIC and ACCC when an ingoing contribution and
deferred management fee is applied.

Recommendations for contracts
12. Full costs of accommodation purchase must also include exit fees and all maintenance, amenity and
departure fees and charges. These costs must be easily comparable with a range of retirement
housing options.
13. The DMF should be based on a percentage of the purchase price when the resident first enters the
village rather than the sale price upon leaving. The percentage should also be capped and apply
equally over a 10 year period rather than being ‘front-loaded’.
14. The accommodation contract must make it clear what is owned by the resident and guarantee
access to aged care providers.
15. Future retirement village contracts must separately identify the accommodation contract from the
services contract.
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Resident of Retirement Village email to COTA Victoria (May 2018)
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16. The accommodation contract:
 should allow for a model of payment of a monthly fee in lieu of the combined ingoing
contribution and deferred management fee. This option applies in aged care services and is
contingent on having a separate services contract in retirement communities.
 must make provision for guaranteed access by aged care providers to retirement communities.
17. The services contract must clearly identify the range of services and prices. Standard contract terms
should be developed for common services.
18. Any changes to contracts must meet industry standards of notice and meet consumer law
requirements.
19. The Options Paper needs to address the transition of existing contracts into future arrangements.

4. Living in a retirement village
Accreditation and alternatives
In considering mandatory accreditation, the Issues Paper expresses concern over the costs associated
with administering and enforcing non – compliance. We share concerns over the potential repercussions
for residents and the retirement village if non-compliance was to occur under a mandatory scheme.
Whilst this is a consideration, the safety, standards and rights of residents within retirement housing
must take priority. In 2016, we advocated for a mandatory accreditation scheme to the Parliamentary
Inquiry into Retirement Housing. This was viewed as both a remedy and incentive to address cultural
problems and standards within some retirement villages. Issues noted were ineffective dispute
resolution, poor relationships between management and residents, lack of trust over financial
management and standards and services that require improvement.
Independent oversight and auditing is particularly needed when there is no separation of ownership and
management structure in the provision of goods and services, such as care and support services, service
charge increases and maintenance contractor charges. Accountability and enforceability needs to be
considered. Monitoring and reporting of systemic issues is not possible under current self-regulation.
The aim of mandatory accreditation or alternatives such as licensing is to achieve explicit standards that
are enforceable to ensure residents are provided with safe, secure and age appropriate
accommodation15. Codes of Practice can also be used to improve standards and are more easily
understood and communicated. The New Zealand Retirement Villages Code of Conduct 2008 provides a
model that should be further considered within the Options Paper.
Note: Detailed consideration of accreditation options and alternatives will be provided in response to
the Options Paper.

15

Retirement housing training and accreditation briefing paper (May 2017) - CALC, COTA Vic, HAAG, RRVV.
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Qualifications and training of managers
The power imbalance between residents and managers and the level of financial and people
management, requires higher standards in the training and qualifications of managers. Recognising and
professionalising the role of village managers would positively lift standards and improve resolution of
disputes in retirement villages. There should be the same police check requirements of Retirement
Villages as in other industries that work with vulnerable groups.

Residents committees
There is currently no protection for consumers suffering hardship and the consequences of poor
financial decision making by village management and owners. Residents committees have limited
powers and are unable to replace village management where financial decisions using residents’ money
is not in their best interest. The role and governance of resident subcommittees in decision making
should be strengthened in this regard.
The provision of advocacy and support to residents should be considered within the Options Paper.
There needs to be a way of recording and tracking complaints of bullying and harassment by village
staff. There also needs to be a means of tracking complaints and identifying ‘repeat offenders’.

Accreditation Recommendations
20. The Options paper should consider Retirement Village Operators being registered as a community
housing operator under a future national regulatory code.
21. If accreditation is being considered, an independent scheme that has enforcement powers should
be considered. This would replace the industry’s self-regulated accreditation scheme ARVAS.
22. Models currently operating in South Australia and New Zealand where there are Code of Conducts
and Code of Practice contained within relevant regulatory frameworks require more serious
consideration by the Review in the Options Paper.

Qualifications and Training Recommendations
23. Periodic police checks should be undertaken as per other industries working with vulnerable groups.
24. The accreditation and training required for people managing retirement communities must be
commensurate with advanced business operations, people skills and an understanding of the
demographics and range of needs of older people and the very old.
25. Consideration should be given to licensing Retirement Village Managers under a future national
regulatory scheme.

Resident Committee Recommendations
26. Retirement Village operators should contribute to a national fund to provide advocacy and support
to residents through State and Territory arrangements.
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27. Retirement Village Operators and managers should be prohibited from attending resident meetings
unless expressly invited.
28. Residents should be given financial reports on the management of the general services and
maintenance funds.
29. Residents should be informed through the resident committee of all performance standards and
sub-contractors regarding service delivery.
30. Resident committees should not be involved in resident-to-resident disputes (for obvious reasons).

Operation Recommendations
31. There should be a legislative requirement that all villages have a maintenance plan and capital
replacement plan. This should include long term maintenance and a contingency fund for emergency
repairs.
32. Reports on spending and planned expenditure should be provided to residents on an annual basis
33. There should be increased consumer protection and tighter restrictions on increases to the total
general services charge.

5. Leaving a retirement village
Some residents and family members only become aware of the financial model and personal
consequences of contracts when leaving a retirement village. Residents need to be fully informed of the
subsequent loss of capital and reduced options – if they leave.
Residents should have the freedom to leave a retirement village without compromising their financial
long-term security and care choices as they age.

Recommendations
34. Residents should be able to give notice to leave within the timeframe specified in the contract.
35. There should be entry and exit condition reports to guide the negotiation of costs for the
reinstatement or renovation of units.
36. Operators should take out insurance in order to mandate the return of the bond to residents, or the
purchase of the unit by the operator, within a time specified in the contract.
Note: Please refer to recommendations made under Contracts.
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6. Dispute Resolution
A retirement village residence is a home. We currently have a complaint by complaint approach through
state consumer protection bodies and tribunals that does not afford retirement village residents with
accessible, affordable or adequate consumer protection.
The current power imbalance between residents and retirement village management requires effective
internal and external and independent dispute resolution mechanisms. The Options Paper needs to
consider how to recalibrate the balance between resident rights and operator / manager rights.
The National Ageing Research Institute undertook a survey of 2,000 residents in 2015. Over one third of
respondents were unaware if their village had a dispute resolution process if they wanted to make a
complaint about an issue.16 One fifth of residents had taken issues to their regional manager or higher as
there was inadequate action or response from their village management. Of these, two thirds had not
been able to gain resolution to their issue.17

Linking Independent Dispute Resolution and External Dispute Resolution
Regardless of size and model, retirement village operators need to be able to respond to complaints or
disputes internally in a timely and effective way. There are significant and recognised barriers to older
people making complaints and taking legal action.18 Internal dispute resolution (IDR) is linked to
external dispute resolution (EDR) and access to justice. An effective EDR system would provide an
incentive to resolve disputes internally. There is currently little incentive to resolve disputes internally.
Current recourse through the Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria is viewed as not responsive nor
appropriate as there can be significant power differences between both parties (where it is a resident
and an operator). There is also no obligation on either party to implement or act on the agreement – if
this is reached. CAV is not viewed as responsive or with capacity to act on complaints or disputes. Older
people are unlikely to pursue dispute resolution through VCAT due to barriers in taking legal action.
The current good practice protocols for retirement village operators is not accessible for many residents
nor legally binding. A focus needs to be on treating residents fairly and consistently. In this regard, we
would like to see further consideration and enforcement of Australian Consumer Law (ACL) within the
Options Paper.

Internal Dispute Resolution Recommendations
37. Retirement Villages should be complying with AS/NZS 10002:2014 Guidelines for complaint
management in organizations (the AS)19. These standards whilst used by ASIC are not just specific to
the financial services sector and could be used in the retirement village industry.
16

National Ageing Research Institute and RRVV, 2016. P16, accessed 3rd December, 2019:
https://www.nari.net.au/files/files/documents/nari rrvv report updated oct 2016.pdf
17
Ibid
18
Australian Human Rights Commission, 'Submission to the House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Legal Affairs regarding Inquiry into Older People and the Law' (2006) available at:
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/inquiryolder-people-and-law#toc6.
19
Refer to: https://www.standards.org.au/standards-catalogue/sa-snz/publicsafety/qr-015/as-slash-nzs--10002colon-2014
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38. The definition of a complaint in a retirement village should be as per the AS. IDR processes should
apply where there is not a resolution of a complaint within a ‘reasonable’ timeframe.
39. Australian Consumer Law (ACL) provides consumer guarantees that should be made explicit in
resolving retirement village complaints and disputes. (For example through a Charter of Rights,
Codes of Conduct)

EDR Recommendations
40. An external and independent dispute resolution process is required to provide accessible,
affordable, timely and binding decisions to address current barriers faced by older people in making
complaints and accessing justice.
41. The Review should consider the Option of an existing regulatory and/or compliance authority to
address concerns regarding time and costs.
42. The Options Paper should consider Victoria working with other states in the development of a
National Retirement Village Ombudsman (for example, an ASIC approved external dispute resolution
scheme).

7. Enforcement
‘…regulation of the retirement village industry, including any reforms made to this,
will only be as effective as the extent to which there are adequate regulatory
mechanisms to enforce compliance’20
A robust and sufficiently resourced monitoring and compliance system is required to uphold the
protection and rights of older people as the retirement housing industry grows. COTA Victoria
recognises that Consumer Affairs Victoria is not adequately funded to effectively monitor or enforce
compliance. Only the most serious of complaints reach investigation. State departments across
Australia continue to respond to ongoing exit fee and contract issues on a piecemeal basis rather than
working together to design an effective and efficient national regulatory system that enforces
compliance.
Please refer to recommendations made under the accreditation and dispute resolution section. COTA
Victoria will consider enforcement issues in detail in response to the Options Paper.

20

Levine, P, ‘Security of tenure for retirement village residents in WA – Does the law walk the walk or just talk the
talk?’ (2015) 40:1 University of Western Australia Law Review, n 70, 436 as quoted in Smeed, Brittany --"Retirement Villages in Australia: The Case for Commonwealth Intervention" [2017] ElderLawRw 3; (2017) 11 Elder
Law Review, Article 3
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